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Rifcrrillg back as follow-lIp questions

,Analysis and presentation of in-depth interview data

More depth can bc obtaincd by asking respondents to describe cvents back-:
wards in time, 01' by asking them to go over points already covered later on :,
in the interview or during a second interview, explaining the necd for,
clarification of some points. Detail can always be directly solicitcd, but it is:
important to establish a pattem for requir ing detail early on in the interview, i~
and the respondent will soon learn to rcspond to this 'and provide it allto-;J
matically, Types of neutral follow-up questions which can obtain more depth;!;
include: 'What do you mean by [repeat the rcspondent's sratement'[P'Arc th~~~
problems you mentioned getting any better or worse i'<Could I ask yOll a few!l
more questions about , .. ?' 'How are yOll dealing with ... ?' (Rubin and~~
Rubin 1995). ~

'~i
'1;
.~~
'•...'

-----------------------------------------l
In order to analyse and present qualitativc data the investigator 11111stbe'~,
thoroughly familiar with the fieldnotes, the tape recordings and their tran-'~
scr iptions and any other data collected. Thc investigator may have a wealth;~
of unstructured fieldnotes, notes and tape recordings from qualitativo iJ1ter~f,
views, notes from observations and so on. Making sense of these data in};
ordcr to analysc and present them is challenging, time consuming alld~
expensive. At the transcription stage it is worth adopting certain trJJ1scrip-t
tion symbols. Silverman (1993) gives cxamples of these. For example, le(t~'
brackcts indicare the point at which a current speakcr's talk is overlapped by'~~
anothers talk; numbers in parenthesis indicare elapsed time in silcnce i~~~
tenths of a second; underscoring text indicares some form of stress (via pitchl
or amplitude); empty parentheses indica te the inability of the transcriber to'?:,'
hear what was said; double pa,rentheses contain the author's descriptionsM
rather than the actual transcnpnons. . :'~

Once transcribed, data can be organised by topic, and themes coded illtoJ~
categories (and some may fit more than one) as the research is in progressoin!
order to make the final task more managcable. Ongoing analysis while col-i;
lecting data can also inforrn and improve the research process (see Glaser and~l
Strauss 1967). The analysis of qualitative research data requires considerablc'[
interpretation by the investigators. It is this feature which is both a strengthJ,
and a weakness of the method. The two 1110stcornmon approaches are tQ~'
analyse and present the data in either a categorised or a narrative formal. .~

. :;.-
d:~,

~~
lf----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Categorising qualitative data: ,content analysis

Coding
~,

t~
;tf
.~',

to:
Glaser and Strauss (1967) argued that coding is essential for the invariablei1
analysis of qualitative data. Coding means relating sections of the data to the,~;
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caregories which the researcher has either previously devcloped or is
developing on an ongoing basis as the data are being collecte d. To facilitare
this process, it is important for the investigator to note consrantly the cat-
egories, or potentia! caregories, in the margins of the raw material. Ulti-
mately, a 'storage and retrievaJ' system will need to be developed that perrnits
the storage of the data under the relevant categories, relabelling as rcquired,
and the easy retrieval of these for analysis.

Content analysis

When presenting qualitative data in a categorised manner, the investigator
carries out a content analysis, The procedure is basicalJy asfollows: data are
collected, coded by theme or category; finally, the coded data are analysed
and presented. One method of analysing the data is to search lhe whole data

. set for the categories created and rnake comparisons between c.rch, as appro-
priate,

, ln order to satisfy criteria of reliability, the field data (e.g. audio- and
video-tape recordings, written fieldnotes and/or text) should be listened to,
viewed and/or read by a tearn of investigators to agretl the c.uegories used.
The categorisation exercise should be carr ied out by the investigator and also
by an independent investigator. Their categorisations should be cornpared
and any discrepancies discussed and final categorisation agrecd. .

The time-consuming nature of this method of research should not be
underestimated. Audio-taped interviews, for example, have to be transcribed
from the recording before they can be analysed. For one hour of tape record-
ing one should allow between two and four hours transcribing, depending
on the skill and speed of the transcriber and the clarity and complexity of
the interview material.

Traditionally, qualitative data have been hand sorted and categorised by
therne, which has had the advantage of the researcher maintaining a elose
relationship and awareness of the original data. Analyses of qualitative data
il;volved a massive 'cut and paste' process, whereby relevant thernes were
highli,ghted in transcripts and then cut out and pasted on to index eards, and
the index cards were organised into therne order. The index cards also per-
mitted space for cross-referencing, with that unit's thernes coded on to
different cards, as well as cross-references to the original source to enable the
investigator to trace it back to its original contexto Matriees or spreadsheets
eould also be constructed, with concepts and themes displayed along the top
row, and the variables of interest listed in the lefi-hand margin so that they
could be cross-referenced with the concepts.

An example of manual categorisation is Scarnbler anel Hopkins's (1988)
research on epilepsy, which included intervi'ews with 94 people with
epilepsy, The authors stated:

Excepting some demographic and other precoded material, data from
the taped interviews were transcribed on to sets of 'topic cards'. These
corresponded to a series of topies generated during the pilot investi-
gations and explored during the interviews; a set of fifty or more was
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produced for each person, the precise number dcpending on his or her
age and marital status at onset, The problcm of overlap of data relevant
to more than onc topic, and hence to more than one 'topic eard, W3S

resolved by a systcm of cross-refcrencing, The cards brought together
and afforded easy access to ali staternents made during the interviews
pertinent to any selectcd topic. The data on the cards were then of
course available for both qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Manual catcgorisation is still widely practised for small studies, but is time
consurning for large databases. Computer packagcs are now commonly used
for categor isation of data. and have advantages over manual categorisaticn
(see page 348).

Another example of content analysis, which was used in quantitative as
well as qualitative analyses, can be found in Calnan and Williams (1996).
They prescnt data from an earlier study by one of the authors on women's
perceptions of medicine, based on in-depth, tape recorded, interview tech-
niques. Each respondent was asked to assess her general practitioner in
relation to whether she considered him or her to be 'good' or'bad' ,and asked
about why she made hcr assessments. The data were analysed and the
women's reasons were listed and coded into categories such as: good doctor,
syrnpathetic, knows her personally, imrnediately refcrs to specialist, examines
thoroughly, gives a lot of time, treats children well, listens; bad doctor, rou-
tinely gives prescriptions, treats everything as a waste of time, will not make
house calls at night, does not Iisten, abrupt/rudc rnanner, uncaring. Using
these cedes they could analyse the data by, for example, social class, and they
dernonstrated that wornen in higher social class gronpings uscd different cri-
teria to makc their assessments frorn women in lower groupings.

Scambler and Hopkins (1988) carried out a content analysis of the infor-
mation thcy collected in relation to the social efTects of epilcpsy (see page
345). This showed that the principal cause of the distress experienced by four
out of five of their respondents at the onset of their condition (e.g. first
seizure) was the reaction of other people (often their families) to them. The
authors' data yielded thrce typical features of family responses, and used the i'
verbatirn descr iptions of respondents to illustrate the content analysis (see 1

Box 16.3). '
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~hat tc'do.l think th~t's what (righténed;rt;~~ore than anything: 1just
didn'tknow whatto'd(),how tO cop~ddi~!l'~know whatl, should be doing

"~Twhethei'1 should'be: tryingto stop it;'()r'"~~)omething;Jjust didn't know,
,:.f;i' ' ,:~;, ~ .., :,::[~i,~~.~i.i't(SéambleÍ'ãndHopkins 1988)
r- . ,". . o;' -.i-';'<'<'::-~' . .'.~;'

Rules for coding

With quantitative analysis, the coding ruIe is generally that cedes should be
mutually exclusive so that a single unit of data can only be coded in one cat-
egory. Quantitative coding does permit the use of multiple codes for replies
to single questions in questionnaires to fit instances where respondents have
mentioncd severa] things in one reply, For example, in reply to a question
about what the good qualities of their general practitioners are. people might
say that their doctor is good at exarnining them, a sympathetic listener, good
at explaining things and so 011; cach thing mentioned would need to be
coded (the question is rnulticodcd). ln contrast, in qunlitatinc coding. a single
item is pcr mitted to be coded in more than one category in order to perrnit
cross-referencing and the generation of several hypotheses.

The first stage is to develop the categories (thernes) into which the data
will be coded. Fielding (1993a) stated that if the research sterns from a theory
then the codes should be choscn to represent the theory and the data coded
to fit the categories (which she terms 'coding down'). If the ai111is to
describe the data in order to generate theory, then the opposite rule applies
and the categories can be developed frorn the data ('coding up'). In practice,
it is prcferable to code up in ali cases, but to ensure that additional theoreti-
cal cedes are included and to apply them to ali relevant instances,

Pfaffenberger (1988) and Fielding (1993a) have made suggestions for the
coding of qualitativedata, including those shown in Box 16,4.
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,.,";

always possible. The decision about where to make Iíne breaks is
, determined by the investigator and transcriber.' ';:

". Develop codes that can interlink different units óf dat<Í/r,. Change andreflne thecategorles as understanding íncrêases and
improves ',,,, , " ,:'F,":'>

• Sort the filé cards into relate~ c~tegories. " ,(:;;; ,
• Repeat the process on another zo questionnalres or other data sets and

then again until no new categorles are generated. ~,~;.:;,,',' ,
Develop the lnstructions for coding. ,",~,';,';",
Develop a framewor.k that línks the codes togethertYpologically.

, " (Pfaffenberger:!9SS; Fielding 1993a)
~'·e:;·:~' .~"\!-'>.~~- -

:--"

Criticisms and potential weaknesses of this approach are that the very~}
process of categorising and coding the data disembodies it from the person ~;
who produced it ano from the interactivé nature of the interview. The valuc"
of qualitativo data is in the richness of its insights and the analysis of narra- }:
tives and individuais' stories. Care is required in arder not to lose the quali- ~'
tative nature, and richness, of the data.

Computer programs for analysing qualitative data

It was mentioned on page 345 that until the devclopment of cornputer pack-
ages to analyse qualitative data in the 19805, 'cut and paste' techniques (c.g.
cuttinp sections of data and pasting them on to index cards that could be filcd
under the appropr iate category) were the most widely used techniques for
organising (categorising), storing and retrieving qualitative dàta. While this is
stiU commonly used, as many investigators fecl that they are closer to their 't
data by using manual procedures. it is increasingly cornmon to use a computer 1
packagc to store and categorise the data by rhcme, The thernes are not allo-
cated nurnerical values by the cornputer program; instead they are categorised
and stored by their contextual theme, using labels of up to ten characters. The
thernes also maintain their contextual position in the raw transcripts whirh
have been entered into an associated word processing programo

T'here are now cornputer programs, such as Ethnograph (Seidel and Clark
1984) and NUD.IST (Richards and Richards 1990), that make the categori-
sation of qualitative data easier by enabling the investigator to enter ver-
batim transcripts and to mark text by theme for the coinputer to sort and
analyse as instructed. The packages permit the researcher to create key names
and phrases (themes) and highlight relatcd areas of text from qualitative
interview data to be categorised (in efTect, coded) by compute r under the
created headings. Thcy enable the investigator to build and modify subsets of
categories which ultimately ai111to describe the full range of the data.

Some computer packages are particularly valuable for theory building,
having the facility to code the text into several difTerent categor ies and to
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link between codes, as well as between mernos and text, memos and codes,
and different segments of text (Prein and Kelle 1995). The programs will
retrieve segmenrs of marked text by single codes or cornbinations of codcs,
and these can be easily compared. There can be multiplc linkages bctwcen
segments of texto This is essential for grounded theory approaches as they
concentrate on cxtracting the meanings that emerge from the data and thc
type of coding used, NUD.IST is a popularly used package for this approach
(Richards and R ichards 1990). The use of computers with grounded thcory
has been explored by Lonkila (1995).

While programmed coding of words and phrases, with 'look up' tablcs and
dictionaries storcd in the machine, can be carried out by qualitative analysis
packages, concept-matching inevitably rernains a problcm and there is 110

rnatch for the trained human brain, However, hypotheses can be testcd anel
theories can be built by ernploying the networks of categor ies generated on
the computer. The investigators' field 'me1110s' can also be stored and
retrieved if required, Less well developed is the storage, linkage and retrieval
of diagrams and maps drawn of the fieId setting or phenomenon of intercst.

Cornputerised categorisation and analysis are becoming increasingly
popular, and arguably make the process of categorisation and analysis more
systernatic and hence rigorous. While some investigators object to the dis-
tance cornputers impose between them and their data, it is the only prarti-
cal method of organising and analysing larger qualirarive studies. For
example, Dingwall el al.'s (1983) research on child abuse resulted in more
than 7000 pages of observational and interview data and the authors
described how the use of a computer retrieval systcm was the only realistic
method of organising them,

It is important to emphasise that simply counting the number of times an
item or concept has been mentioned during unstructured interviews is not
necessarily meaningful. Frequency does not necessarily equate with social
significance of thc topic. This type of content analysis may be useful in
docurnent analyscs, depending on the aim of the documcnt and the airn of
the research, but should be used with caution in other types of research. The
theoretical and methodological issues involved in the use of computers in
qualitative research have been explored by several authors in an cditcd
volume by Kelle (1995).

\Narrative format

By contrast, the narrative approach stresses the importance of the story the
respondent has to tell, focusing on presentations of the actual transcripts. Ali
qualitative reports, even those which include a content analysis, will also
include sections of the transcr ipts alongsidc the investigators interpretations
of thcm. Data necd to be presented so that their richness is not lost.

The emphasis in narrative format is placed on analysing the content or
structure of the narrative in its original and intact formo This is also known
as discourse analysis, Data are sornetimes, but not always, also coded by
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theme or category, aud thcse coded data are used to dcvelop an analysis of
the situation. Gerhardt (1996) has used narratives to prcsent and analyse her
data col\ected frorn interviews with patients with end-stage renal failure in
relation' to their exper icnces with dialysis and transplantation. Sheobtained
234 tape recorded in-depth interviews with patients in South East England,
and these cornprised over 600 hours of tape recorded material. She pre- <~
sented the transcripts of the interview in short 'blocks' she called 'rneaning ~:
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Others report the fllll interaction between interviewer and patient in their ;,~
narratives and ~se them to illustrate their interpretations. The extract from ;1
Radley (1996) m Box 16.6 demonstrares not only how the researcher uses ,~
the dialogue for analysis, but also how the interview can be a spontaneous i
and dynamic interaction, with the spontaneity of the interviewer rewarded ]~.~
with further meaningful information from the respondent.':;;'

Semiotics is described elsewhere in relation to the analysis of obser- l
vational studies and document research, It should also be brietly referred to .~
here, as some investigators analyse interview narratives in relation to 'ti
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Box·I,6.5 l:J;Cainplefrom Gerhardt's (1996) analyses
~{~~~~';:~-··1i.)'-::f:!,~·;t.. .>. rc -~~- .

i':;:~~f~~~~~~i~&i''.J

115/~dfglvé n,fa kidnéyr16fb~tl did':;itwant lt .

J;:li~~;~~~ii;:-:,,~~r'
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<"1'"0'')'1\;::''' '"!>'\" . ... ·':i/' :é.0t.u~a,tstCh,a)' .;;jo;';:;r:~1:"
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Box .16.6 Example of the httervlew as interaction

Ihterviewer: Whai: have you been toldabout the operatibn'by'~he hospital!
Pat/ent: That I'm not very pleased with. 1 went Tuesday andthey told

me ànd my wife it could be touch and go jf Ieven. come
through jt because I'vegot heart disease.

lilterviewer:' You kriew that béf~tel
Patient: I dídn't know, nc.ltputs you off a bit.
Intetviewer: Has that made you thlnk twice about whether you want it

dolng] .\ 'x'· .';.,. ,
No: I still want It dolng,but , wlsh they hadn't told me. My
dóctor he played heI! about li He said they (the doctors at the
hospital] shouldn't havê told you at ali. ";:;1',\':"

',-", .<".(11 .. !. ',' .' ....'.,;-'..:'

. lhé man 's wife was also confused and angty. She said: 'Our doctor; he don 't
know nothing about it ... He says as far as he's concerned ali he knows he's
got.to have that bypass. We kriow that.,W~at is this bloody,dlseilSed heart!'

~,' .;:;:~:~ ;. :'~,:-. , . "~':..: --ff>;-·\<i:~..· '. ·'·i,,~~·\t;·~~-~·
.Th'ese comrnerits show the ú'nç'ertainty' engendered in th'e patlent (and
firy'iily) bya díagnosls thatwas Mt accepted, perhapsbecáuse It was at
varíance with what they had prevlously understood,

t"r
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, ,

Patient:

r
;

serniotics. With semiotics, the textual context is considered as a whole, as the
elements ar speech derive their meanings fram their relationship with other
elernents. 13arrett (1966) gives examples of the importance and social rele-
vance of this method or analysis in relation to undcrstanding elderly pcoplc's
use of the terrn 'managing' in the context of assessments of their need for
social care. He showed how for 'non-economically fragile' oldcr people
'managing' seerns to mean acting within a longer-term view, with a positive
outlook in relation to the future (e.g. 'Oh yes, [ do manage on my money';
'[ couldn't manage if there wasn't a bit in the bank 'r'You've got to manage').
ln relation to the 'econornically fragile', 'rnanaging' seems to mean a shorter-
term view and 'getting by' (e.g. 'We manage wcek by week but theres noth-
ing to sparc';'We're managing at the moment';'We get by, we manage'). He
explored this use of bnguage in terms of how it affected a person's life and
its syrnbolism of other features of their lives.


